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The CaneSIG, the Sugar Cane Railway (Tramline) Modelling Special Interest Group, web site provides information on sugar industry railways, whether narrow or standard gauge, as well as modelling information. A companion web site provides support for the Narrow Gauge SIG of the NMRA's Australasian Region.

http://www.zelmeroz.com/CaneSIG.

As the coordinator for CaneSIG I've had access to images and information on cane railways in many countries. This presentation looks at some of these primarily narrow gauge operations through the images of CaneSIG contributors. The images which follow indicate the scope of the session.
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LRRSA's Light Railways magazine is an essential reference with back issues readily available. Rob Dickinson's CDs containing hundreds of images from Indonesia and Cuba are only one example of the variety of video, CD and DVD resources available.

The following are mostly recent references from my personal collection to provide a starting point for modellers. Histories have been written for many Australian mills, look on the second hand market. Recent books about the sugar industry in other countries are less common, again check the second hand market for older publications.


Gough, Bob and Webber, Brian (1999). Queensland Sugar Cane Railways Album.

Kerr, Bill, and Blyth, Ken [Comp] (1993). They're All Half Crazy: 100 years of mechanised cane harvesting, Canegrowers.


Walker, Christopher (2009). Narrow Gauge Railways of Cuba: from the 1860s to the present day, Trackside Publications.

**Fiji:** Rarawai, #9 at Tavua depot. That's a fuel bowser just inside the enclosure to the right of the locomotive. Ian Dunn photographer, October 2009.

**Java:** Sumberharjo is one of the few mills left in Indonesia to operate field lines. The area is low-lying and obviously flood-prone, with extensive drainage works having built through what were once swamps, so the future of these tramways is quite optimistic. Here domestic water buffalo haul cane trucks over temporary track laid in the fields. John Browning photographer, July 2010.
**South Africa:** Douth African Railways branch, Umtwalume Valley Estates #2, a 2’ gauge still working Avonside built in 1933. John Browning photographer, June 2010.

**Egypt:** Dishna Sugar Factory, #1 JENBACHER (Austria). Martin Heier photographer, 2009.
Okinawa, Japan: #8 (4w DH?) with rake of full bins at mill. Tom Eagles, USN, Ret, photographer, c 1970.

Australia: Two cane locomotives, at least one likely a Bundaberg-built Fowler, at Quanaba Mill, Queensland. Peter Bruce photographer, late 1964.